
School Nominations Direct Admission Scheme provides opportunities for secondary students

demonstrating exceptional talents and interests in specific disciplines or areas to be

considered for direct admission to local universities. Matthew Cheung, a musically gifted

student from LTPSS, has had to reduce his piano practice and number of music competitions

for the DSE. He believes the scheme offers more chances for gifted students to universities,

hoping to obtain the recommendation from his school. Some principals and academic

consultants agree that such a scheme will potentially change the exam orientated culture in

the city, allowing whole-person development in various spheres and fields.

Matthew has been winning awards from different piano competitions. “Having to acclimatise

myself to my new secondary school life and manage both academically and musically was

never an easy task. I was under great pressure. To Matthew, it is now even more

psychologically and physically draining in Secondary Six due to the approaching public

examinations. He has to inevitably decrease the time spent on his music.

“Not only does the direct admission scheme help realise students’ aspirations in non

academic areas, but it also eases our worries about our future paths. Matthew originally chose

music and business for his future education. With the admission scheme, he now believes he

can devote more time to his passion, saying more junior form schoolmates will benefit from it

when it is one day a regular practice.

Principal Kwok Wing-keung from LTPSS used to be a committee member for the secondary

school curriculum review. He also helped foster the success of the School Nominations Direct

Admission Scheme. “We hoped to take care of students’ whole-personal development with

the proposed direct scheme and we are glad it has been put into action this fast.” The

education system in Hong Kong was in general criticized for placing too much emphasis on

public examinations. Both teachers and parents have a propensity to put other activities aside

when examinations approach. “It is just the beginning. Hopefully, it is going to bring some

fundamental changes to our culture.” He hopes participating universities will state clearly

their requirements and prerequisites for future applicants.


